Vowels a e i o u

Word level

Make these words.

c......t  c......t  c......t

f......n  f......n  f......n

h......t  h......t  h......t

b......g  b......g  b......g
Word order in sentences

Sentence level

Put these words in the right order.

Jess tent. red has a

Tim sand. in the plays

Write a sentence for this picture.

...............................................................
Blends br  cr  dr  pr  tr  fr

Word level
Make these words.

- um
- ab
- ill
- ick
- ess
- ip

What am I?

- I make holes and rhyme with frill.
- I come from a tap and rhyme with trip.
- I give babies a ride and rhyme with tram.
- I’m green, I hop and rhyme with log.
Read this poem.
Green toad
Black road
Red lorry
Big load
Green road
No toad!
Constance Milburn

Copy the **oa** words from the poem.

Fill the gaps in the sentences.

A fat green ................. was crossing the ..................

The red ................. had a big ..................

It didn’t see the fat green ..................

Tick (✓) what happened next.

The toad ran away.  
The toad was run over.  
The toad had a ride in the lorry.